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To learn more about how Bayer can help your department automate reporting workflows and billing processes, visit radiology.bayer.com

Bayer technology can help increase documentation accuracy, automate workflows, and improve billing cycle time.

Bayer technology has decreased radiologist documentation time and has essentially eliminated dictation errors regarding contrast dose.

Bayer's new Contrast Dose Management software, integrated within the Bayer platform, allows SJRA to individually optimize contrast dose based on each radiologist's preferences.

Improved Workflows.

Integrated Software Enabled Individualized Care &

Efficient Use of Workstation

About Bayer in Radiology

Bayer offers solutions to help healthcare teams meet the challenging needs of today's radiology environment.

Bayer is a world-leading diagnostic imaging solutions provider with the combined power of Bayer's former Medrad and Stellant® businesses.

About South Jersey Radiology Associates

 SJRA is a multi-site practice encompassing numerous specialties. SJRA is the premier provider of radiology services in South New Jersey offering a full spectrum of state-of-the-art imaging studies.

With help from Bayer in Radiology, the multi-site practice equipped existing Medrad® Stellant® CT Injection Systems with workstations and contrast dose management software, enabling them to:

- Significantly decreased billing rejection, by enabling automatic capture of contrast data for auto-populating data fields
- Enabled automatic capture of contrast dose information and streamlined workflows, and improve billing cycle time
- SJRA was able to upgrade their existing radiology reporting systems
- Tap value of existing investment

How Radiology Administrators made the most of their CT investments

Modern diagnostic imaging technology has led to increased utilization rates and reimbursement challenges. In an effort to overcome emerging reimbursement challenges, South Jersey Radiology Associates (SJRA) decided to automate reporting workflows and billing processes.

Bayer worked with the medical staff to deploy an interactive, web-based Contrast Dose Management software. With help from Bayer in Radiology, SJRA was able to upgrade their existing radiology reporting systems.

Bayer’s technology has decreased radiologist dictation times and has essentially eliminated dictation errors regarding contrast dose.

This technology allowed us to reduce the redundant manual documentation steps for the technologist allowing them more time to focus on our patients.

The results cited represent the outcomes achieved by South Jersey Radiology Associates regarding contrast dose.

About Bayer in Radiology

The Bayer group of companies is a global enterprise with leading businesses in the healthcare and life sciences fields including medical devices, nutrition and agriculture.
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- Simplify compliance
- Personalize protocols for individualized care
- Streamline workflows for faster access to reports
- Eliminate errors associated with manual contrast documentation
- Expedite billing processes to help ensure timely reimbursement
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